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Fig. 1. Our generative framework enables a variety of example-based motion synthesis tasks, that usually require long offline training for existing data-driven
methods. Given a single or few examples, even with a highly complex skeletal structure (middle), our framework can (a) synthesize a high-quality novel
motion, within a fraction of a second; (b) complete a partial motion (lower-body motion) with example motion patches; (c) synthesize a coherent sequence
guided by a sparse set of keyframes (in blue clothes); (d) generate an infinitely looping animation that starts and ends with a specified pose (in blue clothes).

We present GenMM, a generative model that “mines” as many diverse mo-
tions as possible from a single or few example sequences. In stark contrast to
existing data-driven methods, which typically require long offline training
time, are prone to visual artifacts, and tend to fail on large and complex
skeletons, GenMM inherits the training-free nature and the superior qual-
ity of the well-known Motion Matching method. GenMM can synthesize a
high-quality motion within a fraction of a second, even with highly complex
and large skeletal structures. At the heart of our generative framework lies
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the generative motion matching module, which utilizes the bidirectional
visual similarity as a generative cost function to motion matching, and op-
erates in a multi-stage framework to progressively refine a random guess
using exemplar motion matches. In addition to diverse motion generation,
we show the versatility of our generative framework by extending it to
a number of scenarios that are not possible with motion matching alone,
including motion completion, key frame-guided generation, infinite looping,
and motion reassembly.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The generation of natural, varied, and detailed motions is a core
problem in computer animation. Acquiring large volumes of motion
data via a motion capture (mocap) system or manually authoring
sophisticated animations is known to be costly and tedious. As
such, motion datasets are generally limited, especially in terms of
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the diversity of style, skeletal structures, or creature types, which
hamper the effectiveness of existing data-driven motion synthesis
methods. Advancing generative abilities of synthesizing diverse and
extensive motions from limited example sequences has therefore
become an important research problem.
In recent years, deep learning has taken the field of computer

animation by storm. Deep learning methods have demonstrated the
ability to synthesize diverse and natural motions when training on
large and comprehensive datasets [Holden et al. 2016, 2017; Henter
et al. 2020; Tevet et al. 2022a; Raab et al. 2023a; Tseng et al. 2022].
More encouragingly, the success was recently reproduced in an
extremely reduced setting [Li et al. 2022], where only one sequence
is provided for training, yet, the neural network learns the sample’s
internal distribution, and demonstrates the ability to synthesize
diverse variants of the input example sequence. Nevertheless, neural
motion synthesis methods carry several drawbacks that limit their
applicability in practice: (i) they require long training time; (ii) they
are prone to visual artifacts such as jittering or over-smoothing; (iii)
they do not scale well to large and complex skeleton structures.

In this paper, we explore an alternative approach to the problem.
We revisit the classical idea in computer animation – motion nearest
neighbors [Lee et al. 2010], which dates back long before the deep
learning era and on which the state-of-the-art industrial solution for
character animation –motion matching – was founded [Büttner and
Clavet 2015], delivering exceptionally high-quality motion synthesis.
Motion matching produces character animations that appear natural
and respond to varying local contexts. Using a large mocap database
as a local approximate of the entire natural motion space, motion
matching simply searches for a motion patch that best fits a given
local context. The dependence on a large dataset is, however, at odds
with our goal: we are after a generative model that “mines” as many
diverse motions as possible from a single or few examples. Inspired
by the work of Granot et al. [2022] in image synthesis, we take the
following insights for casting motion matching into our generative
model and yield generative motion matching (GenMM, pronounced
"gem"). First, to retain the motion quality of motion matching and
inject generative capabilities, we exploit bidirectional similarity in-
troduced in [Simakov et al. 2008] as a new generative cost function
for motion matching. The bidirectional similarity serves the purpose
of comparing the patch distribution between the example and the
synthesized sequence. Specifically, it encourages the synthesized se-
quence to contain only motion patches from the example sequences,
and vice versa, the examples should only contain motion patches
from the synthesis. Consequently, no artifacts are introduced in
the synthesis, and importantly, no critical motion patches are lost
either. Second, we use a multi-stage framework to progressively
synthesize a motion sequence that has minimal patch distribution
discrepancy with the example, capturing patch distributions from
varying temporal resolutions. Lastly, we utilize the observation that
the generative diversity of GAN-based methods stems primarily
from the unconditional noise input [Granot et al. 2022]: we input
noise to the coarsest synthesis stage, and achieve highly diverse
synthesis results.

We demonstrate that GenMM is more than competent in produc-
ing diverse motions from only a small set of input examples. Notably,
compared to existing works, GenMM offers several advantages:

• GenMM runs very fast, without any pre-training. A motion
sequence can be synthesized within a fraction of a second.

• GenMM inherits the appealing nature of motion matching,
producing motions of high quality and fidelity.

• GenMM scales smoothly to highly complex skeletons (see the
character with 433 joints in Figure 1), where neural networks
struggle [Li et al. 2022].

• It is easy to extend GenMM to inputs with multiple sequences
and encourage the synthesis to cover all examples, which is
non-trivial for GAN-based methods [Li et al. 2022].

In addition to diverse motion generation, we also demonstrate the
versatility of our generative framework by extending to an array of
scenarios that are unachievable with motionmatching alone, such as
motion completion, key frame-guided generation, infinite looping,
and motion reassembly, all enabled by the shared foundation of
generative motion matching.

2 RELATED WORK
We review the most related work on kinematics-based motion syn-
thesis.We also briefly cover recent advancements in image synthesis,
particularly patch-based ones, from which we take inspiration.

Motion Synthesis. Generating novel motions via diversifying ex-
isting ones can date back to the work of Perlin and Goldberg [1996],
where the Perlin noise [Perlin 1985] is added to motion clips for ob-
taining variants with local diversity. Pullen and Bregler [2002] show
that mocap data can be used to enhance a coarse key-framed motion,
by matching low-frequency patches and blending high-frequency
details. Li et al. [2002] construct a graph model by matching similar
patches in the dataset, and create a stochastic model for generating
random samples with local and structural variations. Due to the
use of a linear dynamics model, the model requires a large train-
ing dataset to achieve satisfactory results and faces a dilemma of
quality and diversity. Contemporarily, motion graphs [Kovar et al.
2002; Lee et al. 2002; Arikan and Forsyth 2002] use a similar discrete
graph model while keeping it deterministic, namely a state machine,
and demonstrate characters that respond interactively to the user
input. However, the discrete space inherently limits their agility
and responsiveness. Hence, efforts on summarizing large datasets
into statistical models have also been made since then [Pullen and
Bregler 2000; Brand and Hertzmann 2000; Bowden 2000; Grochow
et al. 2004; Chai and Hodgins 2007; Wang et al. 2007]. Instead of
sorting the dataset into an organized but discrete structure or a
statistical model, motion nearest neighbors [Lee et al. 2010; Levine
et al. 2012] operate directly on contiguous motion fields to learn a
control policy that interpolates the nearest neighbors of the current
pose. Following that, [Büttner and Clavet 2015] introduce Motion
Matching, which is a method searching a large database of ani-
mations for the animation which best fits the given context. This
method has quickly been adopted by many studios due to its sim-
plicity, flexibility, controllability, and the quality of the motion it
produces [Harrower 2018; Buttner 2019]. Motion matching plays
back the animation data stored in the database as-is, rendering it
the de facto state-of-the-art in the industry. Nevertheless, its goal
differs significantly from ours, as we target a generative model that
synthesizes diverse motions from examples.
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Fig. 2. Multi-stage motion synthesis. Starting from the coarsest stage, the generative motion matching at each stage 𝑠 takes in an upsampled version of the
output from the preceding stage as the initial guess, refines it with motion patches in the example motion T𝑠 , and outputs a finer motion sequence F𝑠 . Note
the coarsest stage is purely generative, as the input is merely a Gaussian noise.

Recent advancements in deep learning also greatly impact the
motion synthesis field. Early attempts [Holden et al. 2015, 2016] use
deep neural networks to learn from animation data. Deep neural
networks can learn a strong prior from a large dataset [Rempe et al.
2021; He et al. 2022], solving many ill-posed generative tasks includ-
ing motion prediction [Fragkiadaki et al. 2015; Pavllo et al. 2018],
motion in-betweening [Harvey et al. 2020; Duan et al. 2022; Qin et al.
2022], motion reassembling [Jang et al. 2022; Lee et al. 2022], text-
guided motion synthesis [Tevet et al. 2022a,b; Zhao et al. 2023], etc.
Holden et al. [2015, 2016] apply modern deep learning techniques
for learning from animation data. Meanwhile, combining motion
matching with deep learning has also resulted in variants that are
computationally less expensive [Holden et al. 2020] and more versa-
tile [Habibie et al. 2022]. Notably, all these works require a large and
comprehensive dataset for training. Another noticeable line of work
adapts deep reinforcement learning techniques to train a physically
simulated character with a small set of example motions [Peng et al.
2018, 2021]. More recently, [Li et al. 2022], the most related work to
us, proposes to use a patch GAN-based [Isola et al. 2017; Shaham
et al. 2019] approach to train a generative model with a single ex-
ample. Concurrently, Raab et al. [2023b] introduce a diffusion-based
model that learns the internal motifs of a single motion clip for pro-
ducing diverse outputs. Nonetheless, these two methods struggle to
produce results with sharp motions, and are not suitable for training
with multiple examples due to the discontinuous underlining latent
space presented to it. We show the superiority of our method over
GANimator by an in-depth comparison in Section 4.1.

Image Synthesis. Our work adopts several algorithmic designs
from texture image synthesis, that shares a similar goal with motion
synthesis. For an in-depth survey of this extensive body we refer
readers to surveys [Wei et al. 2009; Barnes and Zhang 2017]. The
image pyramid, also known as progressive generation [Karras et al.
2018] in deep learning, had been used in texture synthesis long
ago. Heeger and Bergen [1995]; De Bonet [1997] use a Laplacian
pyramid [Burt and Adelson 1987] for texture synthesis, realizing
progressive generation on the spatial frequency domain. Wei and
Levoy [2000] use a Gaussian pyramid for a similar purpose. Han
et al. [2008] push the multi-scale generation to a new height, where
gigapixel-sized images with great details can be synthesized.We also
adopt the progressive synthesis, allowing our generative motion
matching module to capture details of different levels. Progressive

synthesis has also become popular in today’s era of deep learning,
leading to impressive generative models that learn to progressively
refine random noise into images resembling a single natural image.
Specifically, a series of GANs [Goodfellow et al. 2014] are trained
to capture the patch distribution of the example at varying scales.
Following that, Granot et al. [2022] show that bidirectional visual
similarity [Simakov et al. 2008] can serve the purpose of measuring
the patch distribution discrepancy between the example and the
synthesized image, leading to diverse images of much higher quality
and fast synthesis, compared to GAN-based methods.

3 METHOD
We elaborate details of our generative framework, that can syn-
thesize high-quality motions resembling given examples, in large
quantities and varieties. Although our method can take as input
multiple exemplar motions, in our coverage, to ease the understand-
ing of the algorithm, we mainly describe in the single input setting.
Moreover, the synthesized motion does not need to match exactly
the length of the example and can be of arbitrary length.

3.1 Motion Representation
A motion sequence is defined by a temporal set of𝑇 poses that each
consists of root joint displacements O ∈ R𝑇×3 and joint rotations
R ∈ R𝑇× 𝐽 𝑄 , where 𝐽 is the number of joints and 𝑄 is the num-
ber of rotation features. Instead of directly using the global root
displacements O, we convert O to local root displacements V, that
are temporal-invariant and calculated as the difference between
every two consecutive poses. The joint rotations are defined in the
coordinate frame of their parent in the kinematic chain, and we use
the 6D rotation representation (i.e., 𝑄 = 6) proposed by Zhou et al.
[2019].
As human eyes are rather sensitive to implausible interactions

between the end-effector and the ground, existing neural-based
methods usually establish geometric losses on the locations and
velocities of the end-effectors, i.e., the foot contact loss [Shi et al.
2020; Li et al. 2022; Tevet et al. 2022b], whereas our method does not
demand such a design as the internal structure of exemplar motion
patches, such as the high correlation between the end-effectors and
the root motion, are inherently preserved in the synthesis. That
said, it is also trivial to incorporate foot contact labels as in [Li et al.
2022] into our representation for improvements in rare cases, where
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Fig. 3. Skeleton-aware motion patch extraction. The skeleton is partitioned
into several overlapping skeletal parts (two coloreds on the left), with which
the full-body motion can be split into a set of partial-body motions accord-
ingly. Then motion patches (yellow boxes) with a temporal size of 𝑝 frames
can be extracted from each partial-body motion.

sliding feet could occur in the synthesis with large root-motion
examples. The contact label enables the IK post-process to avoid
floating feet. Specifically, the contact labels L can be easily retrieved
from the input motion by setting a threshold of the magnitude of
the velocity. Assume the number of foot joints is 𝐶 , for each foot
joint at a timestamp, we calculate a binary vector and append it to
the per-frame feature (See Figure 3 and 4).
For convenience, we letM𝐻 ≡ R𝐻×( 𝐽 𝑄+3+𝐶 ) denote the metric

space of concatenated motion features of 𝐻 frames, T ≡ [R,V] ∈
M𝑇 the original input motion features, T𝑖 ∈ M𝑇𝑖 a corresponding
downsampled version of the input, F ∈ M𝐹 the synthesized motion
features of 𝐹 frames, and F𝑠 a corresponding downsampled version
of F.

3.2 Multi-stage Motion Synthesis
Figure 2 presents the overall pipeline of our approach, which con-
sists of 𝑆 stages to progressively synthesize a motion of 𝐹 frames.
Specifically, given an input motion, we build an exemplar pyra-
mid {T1, ...,T𝑆 }, where T𝑆 = T is the original input sequence and
T𝑠 ∈ M𝑇𝑠 is T𝑠+1 downsampled by a factor 𝑟 > 1. Then, a synthe-
sis pyramid {F1, ..., F𝑆 }, where F𝑆 ∈ M𝐹 is the final synthesized
sequence of 𝐹 frames and F𝑠 ∈ M𝐹𝑠 is an intermediate sequence
of 𝐹 · 𝑟𝑠−𝑆 frames, will be synthesized in a coarse-to-fine manner,
starting from the coarsest stage and up to the finest. At each stage 𝑠 ,
the generative motion matching module (Section 3.3) takes in an up-
sampled version of the output from the preceding stage as the initial
guess, F̃𝑠 = F𝑠−1 ↑𝑟 , refines it with exemplar motion patches in T𝑠 ,
and outputs a finer motion sequence F𝑠 . Note that the synthesis at
the coarsest stage is purely generative, as the input is merely a noise
drawn from a Gaussian distribution, i.e., F̃1 ∼ N(𝜇, 𝜎2) ∈ M𝐹1 .

3.3 Generative Motion Matching
Typically, patch-based image synthesis consists of three steps, namely
the patch extraction, nearest neighbor matching, and blending, that
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Fig. 4. Generative matching and blending. Each motion patch in the initial
guess finds the best-matchedmotion patch in the examplemotion, according
to the normalized distance matrix. Then we blend the overlapping matched
patches to form a novel partial motion. Finally, we blend multiple resultant
partial motions to get the final full-body motion (see right).

work in sequence to produce a converging result in multiple itera-
tions. Our method follows a similar approach but with algorithmic
designs specific to our task. Specifically, at each stage 𝑠 , the following
steps are invoked sequentially during 𝐸 iterations.

Skeleton-aware Motion Patch Extraction. A motion patch can be
defined trivially as a sub-sequence of 𝑝 consecutive frames in the
example sequence, which is a common practice in motion synthe-
sis [Li et al. 2022; Büttner and Clavet 2015]. While our approach
can simply work with this definition, we further propose to extract
skeleton-aware motion patches from the motion sequence, which
decomposes the skeleton into multiple sub-sets, i.e., skeletal parts,
instead of treating it as a whole, and eventually leads to more diverse
poses. Specifically, let B denote the skeletal tree used by the exam-
ple full-body motion T𝑠 , a set of skeletal parts {B̄1, ..., B̄𝐵}, where
B̄𝑏 ⊂ B is a sub-tree of the whole skeleton and has 𝐽𝑏 joints, can be
defined to divide the full-body motion into a set of partial-body mo-
tions {T̄1

𝑠 , ..., T̄
𝐵
𝑠 }, from which we crop sub-sequences of 𝑝 frames

with stride size 1 as our motion patches (See Figure 3).
Usually, skeletons across different animations do not necessarily

follow specific rules and can be of extremely high variability, for
example, bipeds vs. hexapods, a pure biological skeleton vs. one
with more artistic joints, etc. Hence, our approach allows the user
to manually divide the whole skeletal structure into sub-parts with
overlapping joints, similar as in [Jang et al. 2022; Lee et al. 2022].

Generative Matching. Let 𝑋 denote the set of motion patches
extracted from F̃𝑠 , 𝑌 the set of motion patches extracted from the
example motion T𝑠 . We calculate pairwise patch distance matrices
using squared-𝐿2 distance, which provides the foundation for the
measurement of the similarity between each exemplar motion patch
and each synthesized motion patch. Note that the patch distance
matrix is calculated per skeletal part:

𝐷𝑏𝑖,𝑗 = ∥𝑋𝑏𝑖 − 𝑌𝑏𝑗 ∥
2
2, (1)
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Synthesized sequence 2

433-joint skeleton

143-joint skeleton

Synthesized sequence 1

Synthesized sequence 1

Synthesized sequence 2

Fig. 5. From a single example, our framework generates, within a second, diverse motion sequences for even highly complex and large skeletons, including the
animation of the clothes and the wings. Please refer to the accompanying video for more animation results.

where 𝑋𝑏 and 𝑌𝑏 denote the set of motion patches extracted from
corresponding partial-body motions. Then, the bidirectional simi-
larity as in [Simakov et al. 2008; Granot et al. 2022] is introduced to
encourage that all exemplar motion patches appear in the synthesis
and all motion patches in the synthesis do not deviate from the
example, i.e., high completeness and coherence. This is achieved
by normalizing the distance matrices using a per-example-patch
factor:

�̂�𝑏𝑖,𝑗 =
𝐷𝑏
𝑖,𝑗

(𝛼 + minℓ (𝐷𝑏ℓ,𝑗 ))
, (2)

where 𝛼 controls the degree of completeness, and smaller 𝛼 encour-
ages completeness. An in-depth study on the effect of 𝛼 is conducted
in Section 4.3.

Blending. For each motion patch in 𝑋𝑏 , we find its nearest (as de-
fined by Equation 2) motion patch in 𝑌𝑏 , and then blend the values
of collected motion patches using average voting, forming a synthe-
sized partial-body motion F̄𝑏 . Finally, we average the values over
overlapping joints between skeletal parts to assemble all synthesized
partial-body motions into the final result F𝑠 (See Figure 4).

3.4 Extension to More Settings
Our method can also be easily extended for various settings.

Skeleton Partition for Motion Patches. In addition to the skeleton-
aware motion patch defined above, our method can also work with

the traditional definition of a motion patch, i.e., treating the skeleton
as a whole and then extracting 𝑝 consecutive poses.

Multiple Examples. As aforementioned, our method can not only
be applied to a single motion input but also works with multiple
sequences of different numbers of frames. This can be achieved by
simply extracting motion patches from all input motions to form
the set of exemplar patches used in Equation 1. In this setting, the
completeness control knob 𝛼 plays a crucial role in ensuring that
all motion patches across examples are utilized in the output.

Heterogeneous Skeletons. Interestingly, under the setting of multi-
ple examples, the skeletons across different motions do not neces-
sarily share the same one. For example, we can take motion clips of
a monster and a zombie, and synthesizes a moving Frankenstein, via
harmonizing different partial-body motions extracted from these
two creatures. To achieve this, the user can split the skeleton of
each input with overlap and manually specify the skeletal parts of
interest to be used in the generative motion matching and blending.
The overlapping region plays a crucial role in bridging different
skeletal parts during the generation process. Then, our method can
synthesize the novel motion for the new creature by combining the
partial-body motions as discussed in Section 3.3.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the effectiveness of our method on example-based mo-
tion synthesis, compare to other motion generation techniques, and

ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 42, No. 4, Article 1. Publication date: August 2023.
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Example sequence

GANimator [2022]

MotionTexture [2002]

acRNN [2018]

Ours

Fig. 6. Visual comparisons. MotionTexture [2002] generates motions with unnatural transitions. acRNN [2018] produces noisy motions or sometimes quickly
converges to a static pose. GANimator [2022] struggles to handle complex skeletons, producing over-smoothing results. Our method outperforms these
methods with diverse and high-quality results, where highly dynamic motions are well preserved. Please refer to the accompanying video for animation results.

demonstrate its versatility by applying it in various settings and ap-
plications. We highly recommend readers refer to the accompanying
video for more qualitative evaluations. Code and data will be released
to ease the understanding of our implementation and facilitate future
studies.

Data. We collected a diverse set of example animations featuring
varied motion styles and highly complex and large skeletal struc-
tures from Mixamo [2022] and Truebones [2022]. The motion styles
we experimented with include sharp motions of a popping dance,
subtle motions of fanning wings, etc. Some examples are authored
with highly sophisticated skeletal structures, such as the 433-joint
and 143-joint skeletons as visualized in Figure 5. The number of
frames ranges from 140 to 1000 frames at 30 fps.

Implementation Details. Our framework is lightweight and does
not require any training. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, we
simply implement our method with Python. We also develop an add-
on in the open source software Blender [Blender Online Community
2023], which is ready to take animations from users and synthesizes
diverse and high-quality variants. In our implementation, a motion
sample with around 1000 frames can be generated in ∼ 0.2s with
an Apple M1 CPU or ∼ 0.05s with a modern GPU (NVIDIA V100).
By default, we run experiments using an Apple M1 CPU, except

that the comparison experiments are conducted using an NVIDIA
V100 GPU for fair comparisons with neural network-based methods.
We set the length of T1 at the coarsest stage to 𝐾 times the patch
size 𝑝 . Thus the receptive field (a similar concept as in the image)
always occupies the same proportion of example motions with
different lengths. Then, T1 is gradually upsampled using the factor
𝑟 until it reaches the final length of T𝑆 . Unless otherwise specified,
we use a patch size 𝑝 = 11, 𝐾 = 4, a completeness control knob
𝛼 = 0.01 and a number of iterations 𝐸 = 5. These are the empirically
best hyper-parameters we have found. For more discussions on the
hyper-parameters, please refer to the supplementary material.

4.1 Novel Motion Synthesis
We first evaluate the performance of our framework on novel mo-
tion synthesis, and compare it to a classical statistical model and
recent neural-based models, namely MotionTexture [Li et al. 2002],
acRNN [Zhou et al. 2018] and GANimator [Li et al. 2022].

Settings. Although our method can use multiple inputs, for fair
comparisons, we conduct the evaluation on divers motion synthesis
from a single example and disable the skeleton-aware motion patch
extraction. We use three example sequences containing highly dy-
namic and agile movements for evaluation. The character consists

ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 42, No. 4, Article 1. Publication date: August 2023.
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Example sequence

Ours (with skeleton-aware motion patch extraction)

Ours (without skeleton-aware motion patch extraction)

Skeleton parts

Fig. 7. The effectiveness of skeleton-aware motion patch extraction. An artist manually divides the skeleton into three overlapping parts (top left). Given an
example of a character waving two hands simultaneously, only a sequence with two waving hands can be synthesized without the skeleton-aware component.
However, with the skeleton-aware motion patch extraction, a more diverse sequence, including waving with only one hand (in red boxes), can be generated.

of 65 joints, and each sequence has around 500 frames. For each ex-
ample sequence, we use all methods to synthesize a novel sequence
that doubles the length of the example.

Qualitative Comparison. (i) To accomplish diverse motion synthe-
sis, MotionTexture organizes similar motion patches from training
motions into linear dynamics models known as textons, and mod-
els the probability of transition between textons using a Markov
Chain. However, it faces the challenge of balancing diversity and
quality, particularly when there is only one example sequence due
to the choice of linear dynamics model. We follow the procedure
as done in [Li et al. 2022] to apply MotinTexture to a single ex-
ample. As a result, MotionTexture produces unnatural transitions
between textons. (ii) acRNN uses an RNN-based network structure.
The lack of data leads to a model that is prone to overfitting and
is not robust to perturbation or error accumulation. Consequently,
acRNN can only stably generate a limited number of frames. (iii)
GANimator utilizes a series of GANs to capture the distribution of
motion patches at different scales, in order to progressively synthe-
size motions that closely resemble the input. In our experiments
with complex and large skeletons, as shown in Table 3, GANimator
struggles to produce high-quality results, often resulting in jittery
or over-smoothed motions. Additionally, it requires a significant
amount of training time, typically from several hours to a day. In
contrast, our method can adapt to these complex skeletal structures
and various motion styles, and synthesize diverse and high-quality
variations as shown Figure 6. Notably, highly dynamic motions, in
particular sharp and agile movements, are well preserved in our
synthesized results. For more qualitative results, please refer to the
accompanying video.

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons on single example-based generation.

Coverage Set
Div.

Global
Patch Dist.

Local
Patch Dist.

Training
Time

Inference
Time

MotionTexture [2002] 84.12 0.05 1.12 1.13 32.3s 0.03s
MotionTexture (Single) 100.00 0.01 0.45 0.44 0.08s 0.07s
acRNN [2018] 5.13 0.75 13.62 13.55 25 hrs 0.21s
GANimator 49.07 0.24 2.18 2.08 6 hrs 0.12s
Ours 99.89 0.28 0.22 0.18 N/A 0.08s

Quantitative Comparison. Measuring the quality of generated re-
sults against a few examples is known to be difficult [Li et al. 2022].
As one of the pioneers, GANimator uses a combination of estab-
lished metrics, namely coverage, diversity, and reconstruction loss,
to rate the performance, since a single metric does not suffice the
need of measuring the overall quality. However, the reconstruction
loss is only suitable as a quality indicator for neural network-based
methods. The diversity is measured with the average distance be-
tween generated motion patches and their nearest neighbor in the
examples, and different motion patch size corresponds to local and
global diversity. As a result, they tend to increase if the generated
motion becomes unnatural, and favor results with minor perturba-
tion or over-smoothed results generated by neural networks. We
thus use neutral names for the diversity metrics, namely local patch
distance and global patch distance in our experiments. We refer read-
ers to [Li et al. 2022] for more details about these metrics. In addition,
following the well-established metric in 2D image synthesis [Sha-
ham et al. 2019], we also report the set diversity, which measures
the diversity among the generated results and is calculated as the
averaged standard deviation of the rotation of each joint over 200
synthesized motions and normalized by the standard deviation of
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Ours

GANimator [2022]

Synthesized motion

Coverage of example 1 Coverage of example 2 Coverage of example 3

Synthesized motion

Coverage of example 1 Coverage of example 2 Coverage of example 3

Fig. 8. Comparison under the multi-example setting. GANimator struggles to incorporate all examples, resulting in the loss of a significant portion of exemplar
motion patches in the synthesis (marked in gray) and a low coverage score. In contrast, our method effectively covers all examples (marked as colorized),
resulting in high coverage score.

all joint rotations of the input example. Note that, while this metric
also has a preference for noisy output, we mainly rate the methods
using the combination of the coverage and set diversity.
The quantitative comparison results are shown in Table 1. No-

tably, our method produces a significantly high coverage score,
while still exhibiting sufficiently diverse results (evidenced by a
high set diversity score). For a more comprehensive comparison of
the quality, we refer the readers to the accompanying video. Note,
we also report the computation time in Table 1, where we can see
that our method is highly efficient, as it is both training-free and
extremely fast during inference.

4.2 More Generation Settings
In addition to the basic setting used above, we further evaluate our
method in the following aspects.

Skeleton-aware Motion Patches. In addition to the temporal axis,
our method can also extract motion patches from examples along
the skeletal axis, thus allowing obtaining diversity also on the spatial
dimension as shown in Figure 7 and the accompanying video.

Multiple Examples. Unlike existingmethods, which struggle when
presented with multiple example sequences due to the lack of ex-
plicit encouragement of completeness, our method can handle multi-
ple examples with the completeness control knob in Equation 2. We
collect five dancing sequences ranging from 120-220 frames at 30 fps.
It can be seen in Table 2 that whenmore examples are given, existing
methods generate results with lower coverage while our method
remains a high coverage. MotionTexture produces unnatural transi-
tions, similar to its results in the single-example setting. acRNN fails
on the task and produces noisy motions due to the diverse but scarce

Table 2. Coverage rates of different numbers of example sequences.

Number of Example Sequences
2 3 4 5

MotionTexture [2002] 100 29.19 10.03 27.69
acRNN [2018] 7.34 4.02 1.38 0.41
GANimator [2022] 63.55 23.90 17.30 16.22
Ours 99.71 99.95 99.91 99.64

Table 3. Coverage rate on skeletons with different complexity.

Number of Joints
24 65 433

GANimator [2022] 92.10 44.10 2.38
Ours 97.82 99.84 86.90

motion data. GANimator requires a corresponding pre-defined la-
tent variable for each sequence. However, the structure of the given
sequences is not taken into consideration for defining these latent
variables, hindering the network from generating various and com-
plete samples. In contrast, our method produces motions that cover
a large portion of the examples with a properly set completeness
control knob as shown in Figure 8 and the accompanying video.

Complex Skeletons. Our method can work with skeletons of high
complexities (See Figure 5), on which the GAN-base method GAN-
imator fails to produce reasonable results as demonstrated in the
accompanying video. Specifically, we experiment with skeletons
consisting of 24, 65, and 433 joints. It can be seen in Table 3 that
GANimator performs normally on the 24-joint skeletons, while
its performance drops dramatically when presented with complex
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Table 4. The different settings of hyperparameters.

Coverage Set Diversity Global Patch Dist. Local Patch Dist.

Ours (not use 𝛼 ) 87.45 0.27 0.18 0.17
Ours (𝛼 = 5) 87.89 0.27 0.18 0.17
Ours (𝛼 = 0.5) 88.47 0.27 0.18 0.17
Ours (𝛼 = 0.05) 93.80 0.27 0.18 0.17
Ours (𝛼 = 0.005) 99.96 0.27 0.30 0.23
Ours (𝛼 = 0.0) 36.78 0.25 2.17 1.60

Ours (𝐾 = 20) 87.74 0.25 1.03 0.71
Ours (𝐾 = 15) 92.04 0.26 0.73 0.54
Ours (𝐾 = 10) 96.07 0.27 0.42 0.36

Ours (𝑝 = 23) 99.85 0.26 0.27 0.24
Ours (𝑝 = 17) 99.88 0.26 0.23 0.21
Ours (𝑝 = 5) 99.66 0.27 0.41 0.32

Ours (𝑟 = 2) 99.61 0.27 0.22 0.20
Ours (𝑟 = 4) 99.16 0.27 0.34 0.28
Ours (𝑟 = 8) 97.97 0.26 0.57 0.42

skeletons. Whereas our method maintains a consistent performance
for different skeletons, evidenced by the fluttering effects of the
skirt and dragon wings in the accompanying video.

4.3 Effects of Hyper-parameters
Our framework involves several hyper-parameters during the syn-
thesis process. In this section, we discuss the effects of these hyper-
parameters. The quantitative results are presented in Table 4.

Effects of 𝛼 . As rarely-appearing patches have a larger minimal
distance, the completeness of the synthesis is encouraged by nor-
malizing the distance of patches extracted from examples with their
minimal distance to the initial guess. Therefore, the 𝛼 in Equation 2
serves as a control knob for the completeness of exemplar patches in
the synthesized result. As it restricts the lower bound of the normal-
izing denominator, a smaller 𝛼 value encourages more preservation
of the example content in the synthesis. As shown in Table 4, when
𝛼 decreases to a certain level, a higher coverage score is achieved.
However, if the value 𝛼 is too small, an excessive emphasis on
completeness (especially for patches with almost zero distance to
the generated motion) can overwhelm the similarity measure used
for the matching process, resulting in unstable generation and low-
quality motion (evidenced by low coverage and high patch distances
of the corrupted results)."

Effects of 𝐾 . The ratio of the patch size to the length of input
example motion at the coarsest stage controls the receptive field
for synthesis, similar to the concept in image domain. A larger 𝐾
causes a smaller receptive field, leading to more diverse results. In
particular, a large 𝐾 allows only capturing fine-level movements
and leads to some unnatural transitions, while a small 𝐾 leads to
overfitting of the original sequence. Table 4 shows the global and
local patch distance increase as 𝐾 increases. This is because the
generated result deviates further from the input sequence when the
receptive field is smaller.

Effects of Patch Size 𝑝 . The patch size 𝑝 defines the temporal length
of patches used in the generative matching and blending. Patch size
controls the receptive field jointly with 𝐾 , and a smaller patch size
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Fig. 9. Time and memory consumption with respect to increasing numbers
of generated frames.

leads to a smaller receptive field, which creates less coherent result
as shown by the increase of global and local patch distance in Table 4.

Effects of 𝑟 . The factor 𝑟 controls the step size of transition be-
tween stages. A large step size, controlled by a large 𝑟 , may result in
unstable generation due to big gaps between consecutive scales. On
the other hand, a small step size causes unnecessary running time.

4.4 Time and Memory Consumption
The memory footprint of the distance metrics described in Sec-
tion 3.3 increases as the number of generated frames, 𝐹 , grows. To
further investigate the time and memory consumption, we stress-
test our method under extreme conditions, where 𝐸𝑁 comprises 522
motion frames of a 65-joint character and we set 𝐹 ranging from
1,000 to 100,000. These tests are conducted using an NVIDIA V100
GPU equipped with 32GB memory. Figure 9 illustrates that both
time and memory consumption exhibit a linear growth pattern with
respect to the number of generated frames. Owing to the highly par-
alleled computation of the distance metrics in the GPU, our method
takes only around 3 seconds to synthesize a high-quality sample
even consisting of 100,000 frames.

5 APPLICATIONS
In this section, we demonstrate the versatility of our framework by
adapting it to various applications, such as motion completion, key
frame-guided generation, infinite looping, and motion reassembly.
The results are presented in Figure 10. A more detailed demonstra-
tion is available in the accompanying video.

Motion Completion. Our framework, which utilizes skeleton-aware
motion patch extraction, enables the completion of partial motions
that contain only the movement of specific body parts. For ex-
ample, when a lower-body motion sequence T̄lower is provided,
the upper-body motion can be completed using the example mo-
tion. Specifically, we build a pyramid for the partial-body motion
{T̄lower

1 , ..., T̄lower
𝑆 }, and the corresponding partial motion in the

output F𝑠 is fixed to T̄lower
𝑠 at each stage 𝑠 . Our framework then

automatically synthesizes the movements of the rest by parts, com-
pleting the partial constraints with a coherent and natural motion.
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Infinite looping

Motion completion

Motion reassembly

Key frame-guided generation
Key frame #1 Key frame #2

Example 1 Example 2

Fixed：

Fig. 10. Applications. (1) Motion completion. Users can provide the lower-body motion (marked in yellow), and our method completes with diverse motions.
(2) Key frame-guided generation. Given a set of key frames (marked in red boxes), we can generate diverse novel motion sequence that follow the key frame
poses. (3) Infinite looping. By simply specifying the starting and ending pose to be identical, our method can generate a infinitely looping animation, which
can be useful in crowd simulation. (4) Motion reassembly. Given two motion sequences with heterogeneous skeletons, our method can combine them to form
a new creature with coherent and natural motion.

Key Frame-guided Generation. Our method also allows users to
manually specify a sparse set of key frames to guide the content
of the synthesized motion. Our method can then effectively handle
these sparse pose constraints distributed throughout the sequence
and generate smooth, highly-detailed motion. Given a set of key
frames at the coarsest stage, we simply realize it by replacing corre-
sponding frames in F1 with the specified frames, and fixing them
through the whole generation process. Note that these manually
specified key frames should not deviate significantly from the distri-
bution of the poses in the example. In practice, they can be obtained
by simply selecting existing poses in the example, possibly with
slight manual modifications by the user.

Infinite Looping. Our framework can easily synthesize endless
looping motion by fixing the ending pose to be identical to the
beginning pose at every stage in the synthesis. This allows for the
seamless looping of the entire motion sequence. It can be useful
in animation production, such as creating repetitive crowds like
spectators cheering outside an arena.

Motion Reassembly. As aforementioned in Section 3.4, our method
has the ability to synthesize a Frankenstein. We demonstrate an
example that stitches the right arm of a monster to a zombie; See Fig-
ure 10 and the accompanying video. Note the example sequence of
these two characters is different and the zombie does not have any

Fig. 11. Random locomotion generation. Given an example locomotion
sequence of a character walking in a circular path (left), we show a high-
quality novel motion sequence generated by our method, in which the
character walks along a different trajectory (right).

movement in its partially missing right arm, yet our method is still
able to successfully synthesize a natural and meaningful motion.

Random Locomotion Generation. Our method can also generate
high-quality novel motion sequences when given a locomotion clip.
As can be seen in Figure 11, while the example sequence contains a
person walking in a circular path, our method can generate novel
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Fig. 12. Top: screenshot of our web-based interface, characters in grey
denote synthesized motions. Bottom: screenshot of our Blender add-on, the
synthesized motion is highlighted in the middle.

outputs with a different trajectory (See the difference between the
corresponding trajectories at the top row). More animation results
can be found in the accompanying video.

6 USER INTERFACE
Our framework is general, lightweight, and easy to integrate into
many production tools. For novice users, we build a user-friendly
website where users can upload their motion files and then synthe-
size diverse novel motions with a single click (See the top in Fig-
ure 12). We also develop a Blender add-on for professional artists,
which seamlessly integrates into their existing workflow as demon-
strated at the bottom of Figure 12. Note both interfaces can run
efficiently on a consumer-level laptop. Please refer to the accompa-
nying video for the results.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We presented a generative framework for synthesizing diverse mo-
tion sequences from only a small set of examples. We achieve this
via injecting generative capabilities into the industry state-of-the-
art technique for character animation – motion matching. As a
result, our framework inherits the training-free nature and superior
quality, and is able to produce a high-quality sample within just a
fraction of a second, even with highly complex and large skeletons.
We demonstrate the utility of our framework on a variety of appli-
cations. Despite its advantages, our method in its current form has
a few shortcomings: It uses a discrete patch distribution, whereas
GANimator [Li et al. 2022] learns a continuous distribution. There-
fore, GANimator can generate novel poses with high likelihood from
the learned distribution. Although the skeleton-aware component
can be a remedy, this capability is missing in our method. Neverthe-
less, we argue that such generalization can be disadvantageous in
motion synthesis, as sequences formed by novel poses often contain

visual artifacts such as jittering and incoherence, which are highly
noticeable to human eyes. We prioritized the motion quality at the
outset, which led us to the motion matching approach.

Our method seeks to synthesize as many variants as can be mined
from the examples, rather than struggle to balance quality with
novelty of motion. As a consequence, although diverse results of
our method are shown, the generative diversity of our method
is lower than that of GANimator. Hence, a future work direction
is to inject the high quality of motion matching into generative
neural models, possibly with discrete neural representation learning
techniques [Van Den Oord et al. 2017], and thus obtain the best of
both worlds.

Our method favors example motions with sufficient intrinsic pe-
riodicity, which has been increasingly recognized as an important
property of common human motion [Holden et al. 2017; Starke
et al. 2022], to generate highly diverse novel variations. It seeks
to exploit such patterns in a single example for mining as many
coherent variations as possible. In extreme cases where the exam-
ple only involves a single pose change, it may be meaningless to
create temporal variations based solely on such input. Nonetheless,
our skeleton-aware component may introduce variations along the
skeletal axis, as evidenced by the asynchronized waving hands in
the supplementary video.
Regarding the manual constraints required in the key frame-

guided application, the manually specified key frames cannot differ
significantly from those example poses as aforementioned, other-
wise the generated sequence may not faithfully follow those con-
straining poses due to the lack of ability to generate completely
novel poses as discussed above.

Last, our method cannot deal with overly long example sequences,
as the normalized similarity matrices grow excessively large. Adopt-
ing approximate nearest neighbors search, such as [Barnes et al.
2009], may help alleviate this issue.
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